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Marvel future fight beginner guide 2018

Arc is a self-help author/speaker and you currently think work as IT Manager in a technology company. He also makes apps as a hustle part. Copyright Marvel Entertainment and Netmarble GamesMarvel Future Fight reminds me of the Marvel Ultimate Alliance where you can play and customize multiple characters from the Marvel universe. The game is an
online dungeon crawler RPG where there are several ways to play that require you to build the right character and assemble the appropriate team. Note: I will continuously update this article in new characters and build as long as I have readers like you who needs assistance. Copyright Marvel Entertainment Doctor Strange Infinity War UniformAle my
personal favorite. The Doctor Strange IW uniform has a lot of tricks on its sleeve. Apart from its ability to freeze time, which is already given. The attack abilities of this uniform can stun, tie, penetrate the barrier and hit targets. It can also heal and has immunity to all damage, plus skill reset. With all the capabilities I've mentioned, Doctor Strange IW uniform
excels in different game modes from dealing with difficult levels to fight with other players. Recommended Uru: Energy AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageRecommended ISO-8 Set:Angry Power HulkorOverdriveRecommended ISO-8 statistics:Strong - All AttacksAmplification - Energy AttackImfregnable - All DefensesAbsorbing - All
DefensesCchaotic - Energy Attack and HPRecommended Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Critical Rate and VincisorC.T.P. By Authority – With this equipment, the strange doctor will become a force to be considered in Timeline Battle.Copyright Marvel EntertainmentIron Man Infinity War UniformUnlike his previous uniforms, this should be different approach
when it comes to playing and building characters. Let's talk about its uniform effect first. It grants shield that is based on the percentage of hp Iron Man that recovers by a certain amount per second. So it should be built with HP as one of the priority statistics. When it comes to skills, Infinity War's uniform has less ignore the guidance skills than its previous
predecessor, but its new high DPS skills that deal with it. So the style of play should be more of killing enemies first before you have the chance to hit yourself. Then save to ignore the targeting skill on the most critical situation. Recommended Uru: HPEnergy AttackIgnore DefenseRecommended ISO-8 Set: Drastic Density Enhancement – Grant right
bonuses for this build, would be all attack and HP increase.orStark Backing - Choose tony Stark's own set if you prefer hp healing and more defense. Recommended Stats: Powerful - All AttacksAmplification - All AttacksImpregabile - All DefensesAbsorbting - All DefensesChaotic - All Attacks and HPRecommended Custom Gear: Double Max HP and
Invincible - This custom equipment will focus more on powering the shield power. Invincible Invincible especially during chronological battles.orC.T.P. Transcendence - Choose this custom equipment if you prefer more offensive power on your Iron Man. Its all bonus attack will benefit both energy and physical damage especially the Mass Fire skill that invokes
multiple illusions. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentThor Infinity War UniformThor with IW uniform is the main choice if you want a strong balance good character. It can do great damage and has great defense with multiple sources of survival, would be immunity to all damage, guard against hits, and ignore targeting. Thor's attack can also penetrate the Barrier
and are immune to all damage. This is one of the best and strongest universal character in the game. Recommended Uru: Energy AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageRecommended ISO-8 Set:Angry Power HulkorOverdriveRecommended ISO-8 statistics:Strong - All AttacksAmplification - Energy AttackImfregnable - All DefensesAbsorbting -
All DefensesCchaotic - Energy Attack and All DefensesRecommended Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Lightning Damage, and InvincisorC.T.P. by AuthorityCopyright Marvel EntertainmentCaptain America Infinity War UniformCaptain America's Infinity War Uniform turns this default tank character into a complete brawler type. That not only has an
excellent survival, but also a good amount of damage per second. Which makes this one of the best fighting characters in the game. It works very well in one to one fights especially in boss battles and battle timelines. Recommended Uru: HPPhysical AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageRecommended ISO-8 Set:Power of the Angry Hulk –
Recommended if you want to focus on stimulating damage.orI are also Groot – Recommended if you want better survival. That'll make Captain America harder to kill. Recommended ISO-8 stats: Powerful - Physical AttackAmplifying - All Impregabile Attacks - All DefensesAbsorbing - All DefensesChaotic - Physical Attack and HPRecommended Custom Gear:
Double Max HP and creates an energy shield equal to the percentage of Max HP - Compliments well with Captain America driving skill.orC.T.P. Refinement - This custom equipment works best with I am also Groot ISO bonus set. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentWinter Soldier Infinity War UniformThis Infinity War uniform is a massive character boost for
Winter Soldier. Turning it from nothing to one of the best speed characters in the game. His attack not only causes heavy damage, but also strikes fear in enemies literally, making them unable to fight effectively. Recommended Uru: Physical AttackCritical RateCritical DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Angry HulkorOverdriveRecommended ISO-8
stats:Strong - Physical AttackAmplifying - All AttacksImpregnable - All DefensesAbsorbting - All DefensesChaotic - Physical Attack and All Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Critical Rate, and InvincisorC.T.P. Destruction - the winter soldier attack will have better piercing catabality plus maximum possible damage.orC.T.P. by AuthorityCopyright Marvel
EntertainmentSpiderman Infinity War UniformSpiderman with Infinity War Uniform is one of the characters in this game with the greatest survival. It has a high percentage of dodge rate, more ignore the targetting skills, and the ability to web its enemies a lot of times. It is also immune to both trapped and dizziness effect. You'll be pretty annoyed when you
fight this Spiderman in the battle timeline because you're either covered in the web or you'll find it very hard to hit Recommended Uru: DodgePhysical AttackIgnoreDefenseCritical Rated Critical DamageCemented ISO-8 Set: Hawk's Eye – offensive choice. The statistics in this bonus fits well with Spiderman.orStark Backing - Spiderman Grants ability to
recover his health. Recommended ISO-8 statistics: Powerful - Physical AttackAmplifying - All Impregabile Attacks - All DefensesAbsorbing - All Chaotic Defenses - Physical Attack and All DefensesRecommended Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Immunity of Fear, and Invincible - This is a good Timeline battle gear.orC.T.P. Destruction - Adds
penetration to a lot of defense that Spiderman is missing. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentBlack Widow Infinity War UniformBlack Widow is based on avoiding not only for survival, but also for critical hit growth and critical damage. When it comes to damage, this character deals not only physical damage, but energy damage, as well as in the form of lightning.
This character is very hard to kill by the enemy bosses because apart from her high dodge rate, her infinite uniform warfare skills have different ignore orientation effect. Tip: Qualifying his Riposte can do a lot of continuous damage in a small area. This is good for killing bosses and for holding them at bayRecommended Uru: DodgeIgnore DefenseCritical
RateCritical DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set: Spy TacticsorHawk's EyeRecommended ISO-8 Stats: Powerful - All AttacksAmplification - All AttacksIMfregnable - All DefensesAbsorbting - All DefensesChaotic - All Attacks and All DefensesRecommended Custom Gear: Dodge, Lightning Damage, and HealingorC.T.P. de DestructionCopyright
Marvel EntertainmentWar Machine Infinity War UniformWar Machine will eventually live up to its name once you have the Infinity War uniform. Compared to its previous uniforms, it can unleash a lot of firepower. It also has several ignore targeting skills and guard at multiple hits to protect itself from danger. Recommended Uru: Ignore DefenseCritical
DamageRecommended ISO-8 Set:OverdriveerPower of the Angry HulkRecommended ISO-8 Statistics:Strong - All AttacksAmplification - All AttacksImpregabil - All DefensesAbsorbting - All - All attacks and all DefensesRecommended Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Ignore Defense, and HealorC.T.P. Destruction - So that his firepower will not be
wasted on enemies with different types of protection. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentGambitGambit is one of the characters in Marvel Future Fight that can do the greatest amount of damage per second. The damage and accuracy of the character is considered to be deadly, especially the Straight Flash ability that can penetrate all sorts of defenses, keeping
the gambit away from evil. Recommended Uru: Energy AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageRecommended ISO-8 Set: Hulk Angry Power - No additional explanation required, because this is a character.orOverdrive DPS - An alternative to the power of Angry Hulk.Recommended ISO-8 stats: Powerful - All AttacksAmplifiers - AttackImprenable
Energy - All DefensesAbsorbing - All DefensesChaotic - Energy Attack and All DefensesRecommended Custom Gear: Critical Damage, and Increase Damage by Percentage orC.T.P. Energy - Gambit attack skills are hit in the chain. This equipment will stimulate its damage even more. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentIron HammerOne of the best free World
Boss killer character. Iron Hammer can do a lot of different chain damage and has more ignore targeting skills. Recommended Uru: Energy AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageTatattack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set: Hulk Angry Power – This will accelerate the qualification of iron dam, effectively increasing the overall DPS. Recommended
ISO-8 statistics: Powerful - All AttacksAmplification - AttackImfregnable Energy - All DefensesAbsorbting - All Chaotic Defenses - Energy Attack and HPRecommended Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Lightning Damage, InvincisorC.T.P. Energy - Compliments well with hammer beam skill. That ability is considered the main attack of Iron Hammer.or
C.T.P. of AuthoratorC.T.P of DestructionCopyright Marvel EntertainmentNovaNova is favored by many in Timeline Battle because of its rocket blast. A low cooldown skill that can hit everything and penetrate everything. The character also has several long-ignoring skills of targeting which makes it very hard to kill. Not to mention that all his skills can do
massive amounts of damage. Recommended Uru:Energy AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageAttacked SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set:Angry Power HulkorOverdriveRecommended ISO-8 stats:Strong - All AttacksAmprifiing - Energy AttackImfregable - All DefensesAbsorbting - All DefensesChaotic - Energy Attack and All
DefensesRecommended Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Critical Rate, and InvincisorC.T.P. energy - Choose this if you prefer the maximum potential for for Nova.or C.T.P. Authority - This equipment will make Nova unstoppable especially in Timeline Battle.Copyright Marvel EntertainmentBlue EntertainmentBlue Marvel is one of the toughest tanks in
the game. Its combined passive and driving skills can greatly boost all defense and damage reduction. This character is regarded as one of the best universal types in the game because apart from being super tanky, Marvel Blue can also antenna out massive amount of damage. Tip: Incase you are not aware, You can get an instant 6 stars Blue Marvel when
you finish Chapter 13 of Story Mode.Recommended Uru:Energy AttackIgnoreDefenseCritical RateCritical DamageAttend SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set:Stark Bracing – Healing is the only thing that Blue Marvel is missing.orI are also Groot – You can also choose this set if you want to focus on different state bonuses. Recommended ISO-8 statistics:
Powerful - All AttacksAmplification - AttackImfregable Energy - All DefensesAbsorbting - All Chaotic Defenses - Energy and HPRecommended Custom Gear: HP, Recovery and Healing Rate - More Healing Impulse for Blue Marvel.orC.T.P. By RefinerC.T.P. Energy – Choose this equipment if you want to focus on the massive Blue Marvel hit skill damage.
Copyright Marvel EntertainmentDeadpoolHits very hard, heals very quickly, and ignore very long goals. These are the reasons why Deadpool is one of the best speed characters in Marvel Future Fight.Recommended Uru:Physical AttackIgnore Critical RateCritical DamageAttackAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set:Power of the Angry HulkorOverdriveRe
ISO-8 stats: Powerful - Physical AttackAmplification - All AttacksImfregable - All DefensesAbsorbting - All DefensesChaotic - Physical Attack and HPRecommended Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Recovery Rate and InvincisorC.T.P. destructionC.T.P. By RefinementCopyright Marvel EntertainmentLoki Thor Ragnarok UniformLoki in Thor Ragnarok
Uniform can summon several illusions and cold skills that can do a lot of damage. This is one of the best summoners in the game because most of its damage per second comes from his summoning. Recommended Uru:Ignore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set:OverdrivePower of the Angry HulkRecommended ISO-
8 stats:Powerful – All AttackersAmplifying – All AttackersI Mmfregable – All DefensesAbsorbting – All DefensesChaotic – All Tackles and All DefensesRecognized Custom Gear:Double Cold Damage increase and Freeze that also makes ireachableorC.T.P. Transcendence - gear's All Attack bonus will benefit Loki's subpoena. Copyright Marvel
EntertainmentThe Punisher Marvel Legacy UniformA Marvel Legacy for Frank Castle makes the character play on a greater difficulty. This character has a lot of weapons in his arsenal, which can cope damage the area. She also has an ignorance of targeting and a guard against skill hits. Recommended Uru:Ignore DefenseCritical RateCritical
DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set:Power of the Angry Angry ISO-8 Stats: Powerful - All AttacksAmplification - All Impregabile Attacks - All DefensesAbsorbing - All Chaotic Defenses - All Attacks and All DefensesRecommended Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Critical Rate, and InvincisorC.T.P. destructionC.T.P. by
AuthorityCommentsLittlemac16000 on May 5, 2020: Infinite Wars Are Bad Evil
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